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LOCATION 

Manosque, France

INDUSTRY 

Retail

WEBSITE 

loccitane.com

L’OCCITANE Group IT reduces 
rework, tracks impacts, and 
saves $250,000 a year 
with Workfront.

The retail industry is in the midst of transformation yet brands 
leveraging technology to evolve the customer experience and 
modernize back-office operations are thriving. L’OCCITANE 
is one of those brands. Because L’OCCITANE GROUP’s 
distributed IT team was receiving many more requests than it 
could support and lacked a way to select and prioritize them, 
the company implemented Workfront. Today, L’OCCITANE 
GROUP IT uses the work management solution to centralize 
project management across global teams, increasing project 
visibility and reducing costs. 
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The challenge 

 
Many groups with different processes 
hindered collaboration

L’OCCITANE Group has a variety of IT and 
digital services groups—among them the retail, 
customer relationship management, SAP, business 
intelligence (BI), infrastructure, and intranet 
groups—each with different projects, timelines, 
organizational structures, and work processes. For 
example, the digital teams have to meet retail event 
deadlines such as Black Friday and Mother’s Day 
while the SAP team can plan longer-term projects 
for rollouts and business process optimization. 

Although completion dates between groups vary 
considerably, multiple departments are involved 
in many projects which impacts the entire team. 
However, the retailer was challenged to assess 
all of the impacts because it lacked a way to 
centrally capture all project requests. Without 
complete visibility into projects across the 
enterprise, L’OCCITANE Group IT wasted valuable 
time and resources on duplicate requests and 
unexpected risks. 

Informal communications required more 
time in meetings 

In addition, each IT department relied on 
different informal information tools—primarily 
email, instant messaging, and spreadsheets—to 
communicate project specifications and details. 
Without central project information collection 
and collaboration between IT teams, it was 
difficult to deliver projects effectively. This issue 

The L’OCCITANE Group is a global, natural, and organic ingredient-based cosmetics and well-being products 
retailer. The Group has five brands (L’OCCITANE en Provence, Melvita, Le Couvent des Minimes, Erborian and 
L’OCCITANE au Brésil) in its portfolio and is committed to developing and retailing high-quality products that 
are rich in natural and organic ingredients of traceable origins and respect for the environment. L’OCCITANE 
brand was founded in 1976, has shops in more than 90 in countries in North America, South America, Europe, 
Asia, Australia, and Africa, and employs more than 9,000 people worldwide. 

At early stages, we are now able to assess 
the impacts of traversal projecst on all IT 
which saves us at least $250,000 a year.

—FABRICE JOACHIM, GLOBAL PMO, L’OCCITANE

became even more pressing with digital rising 
as a strategic L’OCCITANE Group priority. The 
retailer had resources working on ecommerce, 
web design, and mobile initiatives, but projects 
were disconnected from the other IT teams and 
projects. Moreover, because there was not much 
project culture, especially on the digital side, 
teams informally met in person to plan and discuss 
objectives which decreased productivity.

“Prioritization was impossible and so was 
recognizing a duplicate project because projects 
were summarized on paper somewhere,” 
remembers Fabrice Joachim, Global PMO at 
L’OCCITANE Group. “There was really no formal 
process to finalize requirements and as teams 
had to run faster with ideas, we recognized that 
we needed a more effective way for them to 
collaborate and communicate.”

In November of 2013, L’OCCITANE Group 
implemented the Workfront work management 
solution to give its disparate IT teams located in 
France, Switzerland, Brazil, the U.S., the U.K., and 
Hong Kong a centralized project communications 
solution. Workfront was selected because it 
would enable real-time IT project management 
and reporting without spending too much time in 
software appropriation. 
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The Workfront Solution 

 
Custom forms 

Now more than 100 team members make 
requests of L’OCCITANE Group digital teams 
through the Workfront request queue. To ensure 
standardization, each request is submitted using 
a custom form. Templates are completed for 
recurrent projects. Once requests are approved, 
they are converted into formal projects and tasks 
are assigned by team leaders. Maintenance tasks 
are also managed through Workfront to provide 
an overview of total employee workload. For SAP 
and BI projects, for example, project planning is 
done in phases—planning, design, build, and user-
acceptance testing—through Workfront templates.

“In Workfront, building a plan can be done 
easily and quickly without expertise in project 
management. That is a huge benefit as the tool 
offers intuitive views accessible to a large variety 
of non-technical individuals,” explains Joachim. 

“Our teams are more organized because Workfront 
brings structure to projects.”

Real-time collaboration

Once a project begins, all communications flow 
through the easy-to-use work management 
solution. Workfront makes accurate, real-time 
information immediately accessible to everyone—
without a significant training investment. The 
enhanced visibility that Workfront provides 
has improved L’OCCITANE Group workload 
transparency and work efficiency. It has also 
eliminated some of the planning time IT team 
members previously spent in meetings while 
making the project meetings they attend 
more productive. 

According to Joachim, “Workfront has a Facebook 
social network like interface that simplifies 
collaboration so it doesn’t require a huge training 
effort. Project meetings have improved because 

teams are able to share the real stories behind 
their projects in Workfront.”

Project and My Work pages 

Prior to Workfront, IT staff had little visibility into 
current projects. Now from within the cloud-
based system, employees can view a project 
page with key performance indicators (KPIs) 
displayed on a graph. They can also gain a 
real-time understanding of their workloads from 
personalized My Work pages. Within these pages, 
individuals can customize the layouts using views 
and filters to see what work is ahead or behind 
schedule and what projects are upcoming. 

Instant reporting

L’OCCITANE Group IT is using up-to-date 
data in Workfront to simplify reporting, giving 
management real-time views into cost controls, 
country-specific solution deployments, and 
schedule volumes. Because the retailer is also 
encouraging requestors to enter non-urgent 
project requests into Workfront, L’OCCITANE 
Group leadership has more insight into future 
work that may require more reflection. 

“It’s a new approach to project management for 
us,” says Joachim. “And because we are now 
able to capture all of the information in one place, 
Workfront is a great help for service management, 
budgeting, IT recharges, and more.” 

With all of the planning now done in 
Workfront, our teams can be more focused 
on the tasks to be accomplished.

—FABRICE JOACHIM, GLOBAL PMO, L’OCCITANE
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Benefits

 
L’OCCITANE’s IT and digital teams handle 
approximately 300-400 active projects at a 
time. With Workfront, groups are achieving the 
following benefits:

• Saving $250,000 per year—The centralized 
work management solution gives L’OCCITANE 
Groups IT complete visibility into all project 
requests. The transparency also enables 
project managers to filter out duplicate 
project requests and converge some similar 
initiatives. The estimated time and savings 
from not completing duplicate requests 
and not managing late-detected impacts is 
$250,000 per year.

• Improving impacts assessment—IT teams are 
alerted about upcoming projects much further 
in advance because requestors now submit 
all project requests into Workfront. For the 
fast-moving retailer, gaining greater insight into 
future IT tasks is a competitive advantage.

• Enabling IT to be a better partner to the 
business—In addition to eliminating redundant 
requests, centralizing work management in 
Workfront enables L’OCCITANE Group to 
better prioritize tasks and negotiate with lines 
of business about what projects have to be 
done, and when. 

In Workfront, building a plan can be done 
easily and quickly without expertise in 
project management. That is a huge benefit 
as the tool offers intuitive views accessible to 
a large variety of non-technical individuals.

—FABRICE JOACHIM, GLOBAL PMO, L’OCCITANE

“With Workfront, we can now immediately 
show the health of our portfolio to business 
stakeholders and gain reliability on commitments,” 
concludes Joachim. 

In addition to the IT department, the L’OCCITANE’s 
digital marketing department is using Workfront 
to streamline project delivery and improve 
project visibility.


